Oshkosh Food Co-op Brand Refresh Request for Proposals
The Oshkosh Food Co-op is a community-led effort to open a full-service grocery store in the
heart of Oshkosh. Modeled after member-owned grocery stores in Wisconsin and nationwide,
the Oshkosh Food Co-op organized in 2013. Individuals and organizations from throughout the
region are invited to help the Oshkosh Food Co-op bring its vision – to strengthen local
economies, promote health and build communities. With 1300 member-owners to date, store
construction is underway with store opening projected for 2021.

Project Scope
The organization is seeking to contract with a designer or firm to provide a new logo and brand
imaging that match the brand’s personality (see attached) and the cooperative’s vision,
mission, and community minded approach to business.

Proposals should include:
1. A cover letter stating relevant experience and capacities
a. Please note if a member of the Oshkosh Food Co-op
2. Two or three samples of relevant product work
3. Standard client contract and proposed scope of work for project.
NOTE: Compensation requests will be considered, however as a community-owned, not-forprofit with high visibility use for final design, we are appealing for pro-bono consideration for
this project.

Selection criteria based on the following:
1. Quality and creativity in design examples
2. Proposed time to complete and requested compensation
Selection Timeline:
• September 5: Proposals due by 11:59 pm
• September 6: RFP review/scoring
• September 7: Proposal Notifications
• September 9 and 10: Proposal Presentations (please hold these dates)
• September 16: Board review of committee’s recommendation
• September 17: Proposer notification/contract begins
The Oshkosh Food Co-op seeks to be welcoming and inclusive.
In this spirit, women and minority owned firms and service providers are encouraged to apply.

To apply, please submit proposal by email to oshkoshfoodcoop@gmail.com
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Part 1 – Overview
How to use this report:
This document is intended as a guide to understanding your brand’s personality and
how to apply it. A brand’s personality is exhibited in every aspect of operations, not just
marketing/advertising. It helps guide the story of the interaction between brand and
consumer. When making decisions that could impact the consumer’s impression of the
brand, the question should always be asked “Does it fit our brand personality?”
What is a Brand Personality?
Brand personality is a set of human characteristics attributed to a company or
organization. The purpose of defining them is to shape the way people feel about its
product, service, or mission and tap into humanity’s desire to associate with others that
exhibit values and traits similar to our own or the ones we aspire to share.
The information within this report will outline the brand personality for the
Oshkosh Food Cooperative. The assessment was based analysis of feedback from
obtained through an survey/exercise sent to:
• 100+ OFC general members / 37 responding
o First members to sign up & active volunteers
• 8 OFC board members / 4 responding
Definition of other terms
Throughout this document there may be vocabulary unfamiliar to the reader or used in a
way the reader may not typically associate with the word. Below are the definitions of
these terms as they apply to this report.
•

Brand archetype – a collection of traits
used to help define attitudes, values and
motivations in a humanistic way.
Archetypes are based on Swiss
psychologist Carl Jung’s theory that
humans have a basic tendency to use
symbolism to understand concepts. Jung
identified 12 archetypes.

•

Persona – the collection of archetypes
associated with a brand. A persona is
typically made up a mix of archetypes.
The persona can be represented by an
actual person/character or simply be an
idea of what the company would be like
if they were a person.

Part 2 – Personality Attributes
Archetype Mix
Primary Archetype:
The primary archetype contains the
most dominate traits for the brand and
is the default when experiencing
conflict amongst influencing archetype
traits.
The Regular
Other names for this archetype are The
Everyman/woman and The Guy/Girl
Next Door. Brands with The Regular
archetype characteristic tend to be
down to earth, accessible, accepting
and generally hard working. They thrive
on being relatable to many people. Their primary motivations are to be accepted and to
accept others. They crave creating/fostering connections with people and finding
enjoyment in lives of the people around them. Their greatest fear is to be left out or to
leave anyone behind.
Traits commonly associated with this archetype:
• Motivated by the simple things
• Appreciates others for their uniqueness
• Genuine and straightforward
• Neighborly, inviting and friendly
• Democratic, but not never political - believes in the concept of all for one and one
for all
• Encourages teamwork and group participation
• Tend to compromise to avoid conflict
• Values a job well done and recognizes others for their efforts/actions it
Other brands commonly associated with this archetype:
• Home Depot
• Levi’s
• Folger’s Coffee
• Volkswagen

Influencer Archetypes:
Influencer archetypes are secondary traits that add nuance and greater depth to the
overall persona. Dominant influencers define the strongest underlying characteristics
while complementary influencers provide perspective for motivation and reasoning.
Dominant – The Caregiver
Brands associated with The Caregiver tend to be selfless, protective and
compassionate. Their primary motivations are to serve others, to put the attention on
other people and to please everyone they come across. Their greatest fear is to appear
selfish or ungrateful.
Traits commonly associated with The Caregiver archetype:
• Consistent and trustworthy
• Optimistic and humble
• Prioritize helping others and showing empathy
• Quick to forgive and encourage
• Satisfaction comes from seeing other people succeed
• Value natural, warm and comforting environments
Other brands commonly associated with this archetype:
• Campbell’s Soup
• Johnson & Johnson
• Bombas
• Volvo
Complementary – The Lover
Brands associated with The Lover tend to value relationships and enjoyment and want
to share those things with others. Their primary motivations are to be attractive to
others and have experiences that appeals to all of the senses. Their greatest fear is
being rejected and dealing with things they are not passionate about.
Traits commonly associated with The Lover archetype:
• Have a desire to connect people with the things they like
• Live in the moment and appreciate those around them
• Prioritize helping others and showing empathy
• Like to inspire and arouse deeper feelings in others, not necessarily sexual
Other brands commonly associated with this archetype:
• Victoria’s Secret
• Haagen Dasz
• Herbal Essences
• Ferrari

Persona Description
The persona highlights the intersection of goals, motivations and fears to create a
singular personality description.
Primary Desires/Motivations
• To provide a safe, structured and inviting environment where people connect
over commonalities
• To make sure everyone is comfortable has an enjoyable experience
• To accommodate and be relatable to as many people as possible
• To faithfully demonstrate altruism to the and for the community
• To appreciate people for who they are and not expect them to change
• To help people find a love for life
• To encourage and empower people to help one another
Primary Fears/Concerns
• To make someone feel unappreciated or uninvited
• To have people misunderstand motivations or values
• To come across as looking out for personal interests over those of others
• To feel blah and approach life with apathy
• To be forced into enforcing policy over serving the needs people
• To be viewed as unattractive, undesirable or unsatisfactory
Values (Attractors)
Simplicity
Neighborhoods/Community
Affection
Localism
Handmade
Authenticity
Clean/Natural
Stewardship
Relationships
Commonality
Inviting

Avoidances (Detractors)
Clutter
Seclusion/Individualism
Apathy
Nationalism
Generic/Corporate
Indistinction
Processed/Artificial
Amorality
Self-interest
Conflict/Differences
Exclusivity

Part 3 – Voice & Tone
Influential Terms:
These are the top words most associated with the brand’s style of communication:
• Outgoing
• Positive
• Simple
• Thoughtful
• Straight-forward
• Up-to-date/On-trend
• Down-to-earth/ Unpretentious
• Open-minded/Accepting
• Neighborly/Familiar
• Diplomatic
• Encouraging
• Welcoming
• Optimistic
These are additional descriptions that help define brand’s style of communication:
• Passionate
o as in beliefs, not as in affection
• Nonpartisan
o we stand up for our core values and support anyone who also shares
these values, despite other values they may hold
• Casual/laid back
o Common regional colloquialisms are acceptable, but avoid slang or
words/phases with limited range of understanding unless speaking directly
with a specific group.
• Free flowing
o as in not bound by conventional rules of writing, not as in chaotic or
random
• Influential
o as in aspiring, not as in trying to convince or sell
• Common
o as in recognizable, not as in lackluster

Part 4 – Other Considerations
1. As a community-owned food store, it is important to emphasis the value of
LOCAL and FRESH as these points will be a major emphasis for the brand.
•
2. While the specific shade and hue may vary, using a complimentary combination
of these colors is recommended for the following reasons:

Blue
Represents water
symbolic of our
region and required
for plants to grow

Green
Represents new
growth and
freshness

Orange
Represents warmth
of a community and
the sunshine
needed to grow

Brown
Represents the soil
and nature

3. The Oshkosh Food Co-op (OFC) intends to partner with National Coop Grocers
(NCG), which makes it likely OFC would utilize many of NCG’s materials. To
insure these materials appear to be a part of OFC, all graphic representation of
the OFC brand should complement or match NCG’s visual look.

https://www.ncg.coop/

